
Robert Smith 
Walmart Backroom Stocker

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Backroom Stocker helps provide the right products to our customers by 
unloading merchandise from incoming freight, moving it to the sales floor, 
and stocking departments. This associate handles hazardous materials, 
replaces damaged shelving, ensures equipment is charged, and keeps the 
backroom organized.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Walmart Backroom Stocker
ABC Corporation -   June 2012 – July 2013 

Responsibilities:

 Utilized knowledge of the food menu, wine and liquor menu, ingredients
in specialty drinks to make the perfect recommendation for each 
customer.

 Handled customer complaints and always ensure customers left with a 
smile.

 Stocked duties and inventory maintenance before, during, and after 
every shift, also maintain a clean and professional upscale appearance.

 Maintained productivity standards for target achievements.
 Developed strategies to execute and establish SOPS as per company 

guidelines.
 Maintained and stocked shelves and carry out activities such as refilling 

and recovery of stocking and to facilitate adequate stick to support 
consistent services.

 Assisted customers to identify and locate products and respond to 
queries appropriately.

Backroom Stocker
Delta Corporation -   2008 – 2012 

Responsibilities:

 Stocked and organized inventory from distribution trucks in 3 large 
storage areas Replenished sales floor shelves and answered customer 
requests.

 Unloading trucks Loading pallets and stocking shelves.
 down stocking and back stocking in the back stock room of target.
 Stocked the backroom and made sure it was clean.
 Distribute merchandise to the proper location, ensured proper pick/PU 

codes are being used for distribution.
 Exceed monthly and quarterly goals.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant 

to your current role.

Education

Auto Body Mechanics - 2005(Wilson High School - Florence, SC)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Unloading, Forklift Truck,
Warehousing, Cargos, 
Merchandising, 
Customer Service.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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